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SERVICE TIP
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Your Evergreen Packaging parts order
arrives at your facility. The shipping carton
is battered and has a hole torn in it. You
find a damaged part inside the carton and
another part is missing. What should you
do?
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And, of course, take photos of the damage
to the part. If the carton was damaged but
the part appears to be ok, it's still a good
idea to report the carton damage in case a
problem arises later.

Then email the photos and information
Whenever you encounter this situation,
about the damaged or missing parts to
please take the following steps to get a
evergreenparts@everpack.com. We'll take it
replacement part as soon as possible, and to from there.
help us to identify and correct the cause of Note: Customers who ask us to ship parts to
the damage.
them freight collect on their account
First, take photos if possible. If the carton is number are responsible for the shipment
visibly damaged, take photos of it before
once it leaves our facility. Any suspected
you open it.
shipping damage or loss of parts should be
reported directly to your carrier (UPS,
Once you open it, do not throw away the
carton or any packing material in case the FedEx, etc) for compensation, not to
Evergreen Packaging. We are happy to
carrier needs to do an in-person
assist with any information you may need
inspection.
to file your claim with the carrier.
Take more photos to document how the
part was packed. That way we can identify
if there was insufficient packing material in
the carton or if the damage was due to
improper handling by the carrier.
If there’s a hole in the carton, compare what
was in the carton with the packing list to
make sure no parts fell out of the carton.



PARTS DISCOUNTS

6XUSOXV2EVROHWH'LVFRXQWV
Take advantage of these huge discounts on overstocked parts. The part numbers and prices in red
may have been further reduced from previous discounts. To order, make sure you ask for the
surplus/obsolete price. Stock is limited to the quantities shown, so order now!
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EPE NEWS
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Register for the upcoming Pack Expo Show
(Oct. 23-26 in Chicago) at
www.packexpointernational.com using Guest
Pass Code 71Q12 to receive a free show
registration, and see the EH-84 gable top
machine in operation at booth 3182 (South
Hall).

Maintenance time is reduced with the EH84’s high visibility of components and
machine operation, as well as easily
accessible areas. The infeed’s ergonomic
design provides operator comfort and ease
of loading. An optional SPOUT-PAK®
System is available to enhance consumer
convenience and preserve product
freshness.

Shelf life optimization features include
ELL® (Extended Long Life) components
including a self-contained CIP/SIP system,
Designed to meet the needs of the dairy,
environmental control features, carton
juice, plant-based and liquid food markets, decontamination and a hermetic fill
the EH-84 can handle fill volumes of 40
system to maintain product quality.
ounces up to 2 liters, at speeds up to 8,400
cph (cartons per hour). Allen-Bradley PLC Stop by and see us at the show.
controls and servo driven technology
provide repeatable package performance
and automatically control fill volumes and
profiles based on product and carton size.
Infinite fill capability allows for less
downtime with quick and easy changes in
carton size or product.
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SERVICE TIP
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Sometimes customers report that their
Evergreen thermocouples type K, PN 5517434,
have failed or have a short life.
After inspecting some failed thermocouples,
the manufacturer has stated that those failures
were caused by the thermocouples being
inserted too deeply into the oven housings. The
thermocouple should be inserted into the
fitting nut so the “potted” end is two to three
inches out from the fitting nut or sleeve.
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In other words, don’t insert the thermocouple
completely into the housing up to the potted
end.
When the thermocouple is inserted too far, the
potting material within the potted end gets too
hot and expands, which in turn can cause the
wires to stretch or break and the thermocouple
to fail.
If you have further questions about
thermocouple installation, call the Evergreen
Technical Support Team at 319-399-3300.
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